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Coastal Resilience Community of Practice Meeting 

Tuesday, March 10 – 10am - 2pm 

406 Craven Street, New Bern – Craven County Administration Building, 2nd Floor Commissioner's Board Room  

Purpose of the COP: Bring together diverse coastal stakeholders to focus on how ecosystem resilience can build 

local community resilience. We don’t necessarily have to have a “thing” to work on, but will take on projects as 

appropriate and mutually agreed on. 

Agenda 

 Welcome & Introductions.  Attendees: 

o Carol Abken, University of North Carolina (UNC) School of Government 

o Maureen Berner, UNC School of Government 

o Cat Bowler, Audubon 

o Jacob Boyd, Division of Marine Fisheries 

o Sam Burdick, Division of Coastal Management (DCM)*New Coastal Resilience Coordinator* 

o Kacy Cook, Wildlife Resources Commission (WRC) 

o Lora Eddy, The Nature Conservancy 

o Stacey Feken, Albemarle Pamlico National Estuary Partnership 

o Eryn Futral, NC Floodplain Management Program 

o Joe Heard, Town of Duck (phone) 

o Whitney Jenkins, Coastal Reserve & DCM 

o Rachel Love-Adrick, DCM 

o Brooke Massa, Wildlife Resources Commission 

o Wes MacLeod, Cape Fear Council of Governments   

o Charlan Owens, DCM 

o Gloria Putnam, NC Sea Grant  

o Sarah Spiegler, NC Sea Grant  

o Katie Warnell, Duke University (phone) 

o Jess Whitehead, N.C. Office of Recovery and Resiliency, (phone) 

o Lisa Williams, Mideast Commission 

 NC Climate Alliance project – Katie Warnell, Duke University (see PowerPoint slides at end of notes) 
 
Katie presented an overview of work done for the Natural and Working Lands teams including the Coastal 
Habitats subgroup, many on this workgroup are members: mapping exercise, utilized the InVEST model / map 
where existing coastal habitats reduce coastal hazards, what assets they protect, targets for habitat 
restoration to enhance coastal asset protection, carbon storage. 
 
NC coastal habitats: marsh, Submerged Aquatic Vegetation (SAV), oyster reefs, coastal forest, low and high 

dunes.  Focus on salt marsh and SAV for carbon, focus on salt marsh for Sea Level Rise (SLR) scenarios 

Coastal exposure indices: summarize shoreline exposure to coastal hazards / Index 1-5 scale / wave exposure, 

storm surge potential, shoreline, relief, coastal habitats. Areas near shorelines protected by habitat have 

important community and natural assets/existing marsh reduces coastal exposure index by at least 10%  

https://goo.gl/maps/JSUSScwF3icAtF9a7
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Key assets protection by existing marshes / Coastal habitat restoration areas to increase asset protection   

Carbon accumulation / coastal blue carbon model / salt marsh / seagrass /model existing scenario nothing 

changed; but…know salt marsh will be affected by SLR / model with and without migration scenarios / Use 

data from TNC Resilient Coastal Site projects / released late last year.  NC negative sediment balance not 

enough to keep up with SLR / slide shows sediment balance and migration space data / simple  

Salt marsh migration scenario model with 1.5-6.5 ft. SLR.  Table: Estimate of future NC coastal habitat extent 

under different scenarios.  

Need for more research / figure out what happen to marshes as SLR occurs, help refine numbers/can they 

keep up? 

Preserving ecosystem services from existing marshes: ex: thin layer sediment deposition / Blackwater National 

Wildlife Refuge.  Focus on marshes at higher elevations or have small sediment deficits. 

Supporting marsh migration for continued coastal ecosystem service / freshwater wetlands/agricultural lands 

support migration of low elevation marshes that protection coastal assets / can create up to 138K acres of 

new marsh were needed to continue protecting assets. 

United States Climate Alliance project overview: extend mapping done in North Carolina to other states along 

the Atlantic Seaboard.  Need for spatially explicit information / value of coastal habitat for carbon storage and 

coastal protection into climate and resilience planning.  6 states included from North Carolina to New York.  

Plan forward: 

1) Use same models InVEST / Duke 

2) Nature Serve integrate with ecological and human community assess vulnerability to stressors, 

use NatureServe VISTA model 

3) Spatial prioritization 

Adjustments to carbon model: incorporate salinity data / ensure high saline habitats only included as carbon 

sinks; expand compilation of carbon measurements in salt marsh and seagrass; increased carbon 

accumulation rate for salt marshes that vertically accrete with SLR. Attempt to map tidally disconnected 

wetlands and estimate potential greenhouse gas, benefits of restoring tidal flows to reduce methane 

emissions.   

Implementation / would like to integrate into existing data platforms such as the Green Growth Toolbox, do 

not want to create new tools.   

Plan to do a community pilot study, incorporating local data and priorities. 

Storymap for NC work coming soon for NWL group / should coincide next month with release of state Climate 

Risk and Resiliency plan. 

Brooke asked about the SAV modeling and impacts due to SLR, may accumulate carbon at faster rate, 

something to keep an eye on.  

Kacy asked about existing salt marsh reducing coastal hazard by 10% what does that mean exactly?  It’s an 

index / hard to translate, have to look at the individual components.    
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 Green Growth Toolbox, follow up from last meeting’s conversation about a resilience module or adding 

a resilience lens to the training – Brooke Massa, Wildlife Resources Commission 

Brooke noted that we had discussed the Coastal Resources Conservation Ordinance at the last meeting, but 

it is just one of the tools in the Green Growth Toolbox (GGT).   

WRC had an internal discussion about updating the handbook and would prefer to integrate resilience 

concepts into the existing text and not make a separate pull out section.  They noted there are a number of 

example plans and policies we could pull from various websites including the American Planning Association 

(APA), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), US Climate Resiliency Toolkit.  Since some of these resources 

exist, perhaps we can think about sharing in another format, want to think about updating the toolbox instead, 

hone in on aspects of the GGT related to protection of natural habitat, land conservation, etc.  In general, 

interested in working with this group to update the GGT to add a climate resiliency lens, but not necessarily 

want to create a new document or reinvent the wheel.     

EPA Smart Growth honed in on ordinance needs, however there does not appear to be model ordinance 

language from the research that she has done.  Addressing hazard mitigation may be different.  EPA has 

potential model ordinance language that could be developed/ beyond GGT, includes Low Impact 

Development (LID) practices.   

Model ordinance language could be something for this group to think about, not sure if WRC staff have 

expertise to hit the climate resiliency thresholds, so could use assistance from the resilience workgroup in 

order to define how much habitat is needed to protect and reduce hazards to communities.  As discussed 

previously, could also be a potential project for a graduate student.   

Maureen Berner noted that the UNC School of Government has many folks that could assist in working on this 

effort.  They are obligated to approach it from a policy neutral perspective, but could help with creating model 

ordinance language, also the Duke Nicholas school.  Could help develop model ordinances based on 

community interests and needs.  

Jess Whitehead noted that NCORR assisting in drafting the path forward chapter of the EO80 Risk and 

Resiliency Plan.  Assuming it’s not a recommendation that is removed as the draft goes through agency review, 

it calls for opportunities for updating standards, updating ordinances, updating codes.  The document also 

recognizes the need for more deliberation than has been supported to date in the state, as conservation 

priorities could be in conflict with a local economic development priority, how develop a process to recognize 

that, ways to accommodate different needs, differences between affluent government vs. resource or 

capacity limited local government.  Jess believes that it is definitely a need and that student research would 

be helpful.  Going beyond this group and broader implementation may be challenging and beyond the scope 

of a graduate project, but it could be a good start.   

Wes McCloud mentioned that it is helpful to have example components of ordinances researched and pull 

from, but the reality is that it can be tough to convince local government to proceed down path of working on 

it.   

Jess said having a student doing the background work would be helpful, and perhaps we can think of other 

means to identify needs and build local political will.   

Kacy noted that integrating resilience under a hazard mitigation lens would likely be more palatable for WRC.  

https://www.epa.gov/smartgrowth/smart-growth-fixes-climate-adaptation-and-resilience
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Jess agreed it was likely a good way to approach it and that hazard mitigation projects could then quality for 

FEMA public assistance, Community Block Development Grant fund from HUD, but cautioned viewing selling 

everything that way, do not want to put all eggs in one basket. 

Kacy wondered about local government role in also considering marsh/seagrass migration and the role of 

transportation in stopping that migration (e.g., Highway 12) and considering protecting infrastructure from 

storms, perhaps we could bring DOT into the discussion.     

Jacob mentioned that considering salt marsh and SAV might be a different way of looking at things than local 

governments typically look at these types of conservation/protection projects, also need to consider when 

thinking about water quality degradation from upland uses, land acquisition for local projects.   

Stacey mentioned that APNEP and DMF staff have been focused on updating the Coastal Habitat Protection 

Plan (CHPP), and in some of their internal conversations had tossed around ideas for developing model 

ordinance language for protection of CHPP habitats such as SAV, assuming it doesn’t already exist, but that 

localities such as Nags Head were including language for protection of natural resources in their local plans.   

Jacob also noted the differences that salt marsh was typically on private property vs. SAV which is in public 

trust waters.   

Wes said the GGT was a great tool, perhaps if there were more funding for implementation it could be a 

tipping point.   

Kacy said part of their challenge is helping generate local government demand for products, beyond the 

website they do not have the capacity to do a great deal of promotion.  They do have incentives such as federal 

Pittman Robertson Act funding and have been able to provide ~$10-15 thousand per local government to 

implement projects.    

Gloria asked whether the process for qualifying projects involves a systematic review of local ordinances?  

Kacy said it can include that if requested.  Gloria mentioned that Wisconsin Sea Grant had done some green 

infrastructure ordinance reviews, it would be interesting to compare to what we are looking at uniquely in 

NC, whether or not could be used as a model for other areas. 

Maureen noted that the UNC Master of Public Affairs program at UNC and NCSU does train students to 

review/research ordinances, the development of ordinance language could be appealing, but reiterated they 

have to approach from a learning perspective and would not be an in a position to advocate for any particular 

policies.  East Carolina University is another good resource; they also deal with community level engagement.   

Kacy noted that Partners for Green Growth can fund another partner directly, as long as they are working 

with/partnering directly with a local government partner directly.  There was a project funded through the 

East Carolina Community College working with Carteret County, the county commission signed off on the 

partnership.      

Lisa Williams noted that she is with the Mid East Commission and hadn’t heard of these efforts, and wondered 

how they push this information out to local governments?  She works with several counties that do not have 

planners, the Council of Government assists them with planning.  Stacey noted this is why they had invited 

WRC to work through the Coastal Resilience Community of Practice, as they were wanting to build their 

network in coastal communities, Brooke and Kacy noted it was just the two of them and they haven’t had the 
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capacity to do the work itself and focus on promotion, but they do share information through the UNC 

planning listserv.   

Whitney asked the group what the next steps should be.    

Kacy noted that they had a working group that developed the original GGT.  She suggested doing something 

similar, have a subset of this group read through the toolbox as it is and provide suggestions for model 

language that could be included.  They could also use help identifying where projects could be done, case 

studies, plans, research on economics.  Lora noted that she could help identify case studies where there is a 

focus on protection natural areas for climate resilience.    

It was also noted that in terms of data needs, could integrate the project that Duke/Katie are working on.  

Jacob mentioned that would be included in the EO80 Natural and Working Lands report, which also has 

sections on ecosystem services that may be helpful, could pull out information, also identify where the state 

could support activities at the local level.   

Stacey noted she had an action item from the last meeting of cross-walking recommendations from the NWL 

actions that would be of interest to this group, that may also be helpful, she was waiting on the final report 

and will do that when it is available.   

Whitney said she could help with doing a needs assessment, if helpful, training for local government, and 

stakeholder engagement for model ordinances when developed.    

Lora mentioned the RENA project that Monica Gregory of DCM worked on included a needs assessment, it 

would be useful to see which communities responded, what questions were asked, it has a coastal lens so 

would be a great starting point.    

A subgroup was identified to work with Kacy Cook and Brooke Massa of WRC including Lora Eddy, Sam 

Burdick, and Stacey Feken.   

Maureen offered to be a resource, find out what is available and who the contacts are, funnel information 

and help tap into student resources.  She will also check and see what ordinance language guidance the APA 

has available.   

Wes noted that there is a flood protection prevention ordinance, it may not offer large scale natural resource 

protection, but currently the most effective resiliency piece that everyone has access to, higher standards that 

folks can adopt, can assist with resiliency. 

Lisa said the issues were complex, until local government look into the benefits of adopting higher standards; 

folks are quick to point out lack of benefits, perhaps with persuasion and repetition could see the benefits of 

adopting higher standards. 

Eryn Futral noted that the 4-foot freeboard was causing chain reactions, could be used as a case study, they 

currently have so many people asking who else has done this.   

Kacy noted they typically include case studies during their workshops, 10=15-minute presentations, have 

included natural infrastructure, LID practices, etc.    
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Lisa said it was also important to educate the public, since they are the ones who elect the commissioners, if 

they are talking about it, have examples, could help put pressure on decision makers to adopt and have a 

snowball effect in other communities.      

Sarah offered to include an article on the GGT on the Sea Grant website, she just sent out a newsletter and 

will be putting out another one in about 3 months.  In reference to Monica’s project, she met with 

Tancred/DCM staff last week to discuss assessing vulnerabilities, assisting communities that do not have the 

capacity, that are interested in funding, but may not have shovel ready projects & proposals ready to go, 

assisting communities with developing proposals was expressed as a need 

Sam agreed that it absolutely is a need, they are working with NCORR to develop a statewide framework, try 

to find out how to push through those barriers, how to attach funding to a process, the preplanning that 

communities lack, a way to help them with that.  A National Fish and Wildlife Foundation grant announcement 

will come out soon that has funding to carry out planning.   

Jess mentioned that NCORR had applied for EDA funding with the NC Rural Center, they are looking at loading 

resilience training into a homegrown leader’s program.  The resilience quick start guide has not yet been 

approved by Governor’s office but they hope to have it out soon.  She agreed that assistance to help 

communities with shovel ready projects was very important. 

 Project overview: Content analysis of CAMA plans for local governments’ intent and commitment to 
adopt sea level rise adaptation measures – Carol Abken & Maureen Berner, UNC Chapel Hill  
(see PowerPoint slides at end of notes) 
 

Carol approached the DCM planners early on when she started her project, in fact Christian suggested the 

basis for the dependent variable.  She wanted a uniform level of analysis, can pivot some of plans that she’s 

looking at. 

Methods: reviewed the CAMA plans for the 20 coastal counties, utilized the Adapting to Climate Change  

handbook that Christian suggested.  What was not included: did not look at land use maps or land suitability, 

nor legal constraints for the planning timeline, etc.  

She evaluated SLR adaptation indicators, look at things from a win-win/ no regrets scenario and translated 

into other terms: 

1) Incidental/intentional, 2) dual benefit, 3) intentional/future-oriented 

One qualitative coder/ best practice is to have two, tried to take out subjectivity / content analysis; trying to 

get funding to have 2 coders to work on the project.   

Average ~5, most CAMA plans have low SLR adaptation scores (see graph); high end includes Nags Head, 

Swansboro, etc.  

Looked at 12 SLR Adaptation indicators (see graph)  

Some areas are using CAMA to plan for SLR; however, most communities not using CAMA plans to prepare 

for SLR, around ~9%.  She did not find any CAMA plans that extended beyond 30 years.    

Mike explained that the DCM rules specify 30 years, however local government can go further  
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Wes explained another factor was you typically only look out 20-30 years for land use plans, tell folks to update 

plans every 5-7 years.    

It was noted that this could change, as the CRC Science Panel recently voted to consider extending out 

planning for SLR to 80 years.   

Carol’s next steps: examine factors that may influence higher SLR adaptation indicator scores.  She will use a 

multiple regression analysis, look at planning capacity, age of each CAMA plan while controlling for each 

planning areas: population / education attainment /etc.  

Eryn asked if she was just looking at the plans or talking with local governments?  Carol said just the plans 

themselves, she is not currently looking into implementation. 

Mike said the previous rules required more analysis than latest guidelines, there was a streamlining process 

that impacted rules and processes across state government, you may find discrepancy in older plans compared 

to newer plans.    

Carol noted that some had the exact same language, she was concerned about reliability vs. validity, some 

give the vague impression of consideration but not necessarily commitment. 

Mike said they may have used the same group of consultants; language may be duplicated.  Carol joked that 

that she hasn’t included a variable for that yet. 

Wes noted that there were very few local governments in his area (exceptions being Wilmington/ New 

Hanover that have the capacity to do the plans without a consultant, plus there is still a reticence to think 

about SLR in many areas, however you can think about the terminology used and talk about in the context of 

other things…asking people if they like where they live, preserving the natural qualities of the landscape, 

whether they have used GGT and other tools.  

Carol said the 12 indicators she looked at considered other actions that have co-benefits that can also address 

SLR.   

Mike noted there may have been political influence in some of the existing plans from groups, however as we 

had had more impacts from storms including Florence / Michael, and King Tides, things are changing.   

Maureen said the discussion they had with David Owens indicated that if something is directly related, it 

should probably be in CAMA plans.  Could be found in other areas. 

Sarah noted a good project to evaluate would be Sea Grant’s work with Nags Head, which is one of few 

communities to include SLR.  They did a case study for the NOAA SLR climate resilience toolkit.  As EO80 rolls 

out, hopefully things will trickle down.  She’s very interested in seeing the results of Carol’s study and feels 

the research is very timely, it could serve as a great baseline to compare efforts from here on out.   

Carol noted that she wasn’t sure how to include the certified land use plans several communities use, not sure 

of legal difference, how different from the comprehensive plans used by Nags Head, Wilmington, etc.   Eryn 

noted this is why she asked her question earlier, Wilmington uses their own plan and not the CAMA plan, 

she’s not sure what legal framework is.  

Mike explained that with CAMA there is no legal tool or mechanism for local government to implement, 

outside of the Areas of Environmental Concern (AECs), even with them, everything is driven by permitting.  
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You can have a general permit or major permit, local government can adopt more stringent requirements, 

CAMA adopts into their plans, there are a few examples that cover dredging, facilities, etc. will have local plan 

certify as their CAMA plan.  Lately the City of Wilmington using comprehensive plan more than the CAMA 

plan.   

Carol would like to find a way to layer the more recent comprehensive plans on top of the analysis, such as 

Nags Head. 

Charlan explained that for current certified land use plans, comprehensive plans have to be submitted for 

consideration to become the CAMA plan, respond and address comments.  For Camden, they had 2 plans, 

their CAMA plan and one they did later, they included consistency statements, local government can have a 

locally adopted plan in addition to the CAMA plan or can choose to merge.    

Leland has a master plan that is also their comprehensive plan, now that DCM has more “relaxed rules” most 

towns have comprehensive plan that serves as both, CRC certification still need a CAMA plan / can qualify as 

both. 

Pender county update both CAMA and land use plan; in process of doing Unified Development Ordinance 

(UDO) update, follow CAMA guidelines into their ordinances, protect AECs/ try to do with an incentive / 

density development etc.   

Some local governments require permit approval by federal agencies before breaking ground on a project, 

something to look for in the plans, helps with permitting, helps developers, if in a federal flood hazard area 

required to have before they get a permit. 

Carol asked whether the 12 actions from the handbook she was using were considered legitimate.  Carol 

reiterated many had avoided talking about SLR, but it was a good list to look at items that have multiple 

benefits.   

Rachel asked what her cutoff date was, because she is reviewing one that will be certified next month, and 

actually has a few coming in that she anticipates mentioning SLR.  She will let her know when she reviews 

them.  

Carol noted that the regression analysis does evaluate whether plans specifically mention SLR and climate 

change.  In a class they did a quick keyword search to capture other terms used.  

Carol said she looked at 44 different plans.  Maureen explained they had to have some way to be consistent 

for the research methodology and add strength to the analysis.  They had to have a baseline to start from, any 

advice is welcomed to strengthen the approach for the future.   

Lora noted that the plan date would be important to include to establish that baseline.   

Wes said she was doing a fantastic job and gave her kudos for the work done to date.  He also said to keep in 

mind that planners aren’t always the ones writing the document, and that elected officials may not allow 

things to be included, the plans are reflective of elected leadership at time it was adopted, and not the 

planners themselves.   

In general, should also acknowledge there are a lack of staff & personnel with the expertise and training to 

include information on SLR, in the surveys done so far many things come back to this, local capacity and 

priorities.    
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Round robin – members share what they are working on related to resilience 

 Whitney shared that she is hosting an Ecosystem Services workshop with NOAA on May 12 (now postponed 
to September 1) 
 

 Kacy is trying to get a better handle on considering transfer of development rights, landowners that voluntarily 
sell rights to a developer.  UNCW has case studies with Pender county.  She would love to collaborate with 
anyone familiar with or working on these issues.  She is looking at Brunswick and also hoping to work with 
Onslow county.  
 

 Mike: DCM staff have all been working on a local government technical guide, waiting to receive approval 
through DEQ.  Working with UNCW / MPA staff to get a workbook version online.  All have a resiliency 
component; show how you can go beyond what is required as a minimum.  Different from the last guidance 
they put out.  Asked if there was any funding from the Wilmington district, he hopes they might have some, 
but not sure whether they will receive and if so how much the amount would be.  Have been looking into 
existing federal grants they may be able to be reprogrammed, if that happens will likely be small grants ~10K 
/ ~100K may have total, know there is a resounding need in coastal counties.   
 

 Wes: has been working on ordinances / 160D update, engage with ~12 or so communities to update; has been 
working on a few land use plans, conducting a disaster recovery needs assessment, meeting with county/town 
manager/public works staff to develop needs and wish list items which they hope to translate into regional 
request for funding.  Know what folks want, a lot is short term, but hope they can develop something that 
also meets longer term needs.   
 

 Brooke: GGT workshop coming up April 3 in Barco in Currituck County {note this has been postponed due to 
the COVID-19 restrictions} 
 

 Stacey: partner on VIMS NOAA Coastal Resilience Grant, involves a spatial analysis tool that looks at 
opportunities to use natural and nature based features on the landscape that have the capacity to build 
resilience to storm driven flooding and ties to incentives, such as Community Rating System and 
stormwater/Total Maximum Daily Load credits, to promote and increase the use of NNBFs by local 
governments in Virginia.  APNEP’s role is to evaluate the feasibility of using the tool in North Carolina so would 
like to share more information and discuss further with this group. APNEP is also partnering with NC 
Commission of Indian Affairs, Dr. Ryan Emmanuel and a graduate student at North Carolina State University, 
and the Virginia Coastal Policy Center on a tribal resilience project, and is working on identifying focus areas 
and thinking about how to incorporate resilience concepts into protection of CHPP and estuarine habitats as 
mentioned earlier.     
 

 Maureen: UNC School of Government, here supporting Carol as her advisor and reiterated her earlier offer to 
assist and for this group to use UNC as a resource.  She asked if folks were familiar with the UNC Environmental 
Finance Center, they are working on stormwater/watershed/wetland/ sustainable finance for a variety of 
programs and recommended checking out their website.  Her other works involves research on hunger, food, 
security, and poverty across the state.   
 

 Sam Burdick: recently transitioned to DCM as the Coastal Resilience Coordinator from East Carolina Council 
of Government.  Just getting started, has been working on a statewide framework for resiliency planning with 
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NCORR and TNC; looking at successes in other states (MA, RI, FL, NJ) to see what translates in NC.  
Unfortunately, there are so many barriers to implementation, many communities do not have the capacity, 
there is lack of funding, would like to find a way to help communities walk through process and break down 
barriers.  Two tiered programs: meet baseline level of planning, developing a resilience plan or incorporate 
into existing plans, then quality for implementation funding, and thinking towards more planned, cohesive, 
regional approaches, try to leverage existing resources, also considering “random acts of resilience.”  Have 
some funding from DEQ, hoping to get a NFWF grant, also potentianl funding through NCORR, EDA, DCM to 
cover the coastal counties.  Are in the process of identifying roles and responsibilities, how to leverage whole 
state for NCCOR, plus focus on years of effort already underway through DCM/CAMA, and how to bridge gaps 
and connect communities.   
 

 Jess: Sam gave a great update, they are working together to develop framework, also looking at an EDA 
disaster supplemental, ideally wrap all of this around NFWF funding and complement each other.  Also partner 
with NC Rural Center’s Homegrown Leader’s Initiative: training for local government, non-profits, etc. to add 
modules to their training.  Through the framework, additionally hope to provide some funding, envision a 
regional partnership that overlays with the Councils of Government (COGs).  Unable to provide ? grants 
through EDA, based on framework develop allowable expenses, NCORR could hold funds. Allow for balance 
of economic and natural components, offer flexibility within regions throughout Florence impacted counties. 
 
o NCORR also has been working on EO80 efforts with DEQ, get all pieces together submit into a single 

package, go to secretary today, on track deliver to the Governor by end of March.  There are 7 chapters; 
includes climate science report from NCICS, sector assessments (coastal resources, water resources, 
environmental justice; runs gamut of different sectors that some agencies have been working on for years, 
whereas some just thought about this for the first time last year when EO80 came out.  There will be an 
appendix for the NWL group, also a path forward chapter but it will be an ongoing process & commitment 
for the state to work toward implementation.  Will include continuing updates to the science when it’s 
needed, downscaling the National Climate Assessment was done for this report, but may focus funding 
and resources elsewhere for future, and contract as needed as additional funding comes available.  Some 
agencies may need education to understand the scope of the problems that they are dealing with; will 
take a statewide commitment to address vulnerability and develop resiliency.  Plan includes two 
components, recognize can’t do everything at once; look at cross-cutting vulnerabilities; big problems 
with climate change that need more specific engagement, study and participation to make progress long 
term on SLR, drinking water availability, impacts to infrastructure.  Do a cross-cut look, prioritize elements 
appropriate to include in state hazard mitigation plan due in 2023, then turn attention to next tiered cycle 
to things not addressed through FEMA oriented processes, such as the statewide climate hazard 
mitigation process/ how is it able to deal with long term drinking water availability.   

 
o NCORR poised to take a lead role, many items will be tasked under their office but many will remain under 

state agency responsibility, have identified where funds/staff/resources are needed/also where need to 
boost local government support.  OSBM is tracking to potentially propose a resilience package, they are 
hearing you on needs regarding funding and staffing, will continue to see what can do.  Team should be 
receiving clearance soon to release a resilience quick start guide, waiting on Governor’s office.  Also have 
recovery support function teams, many are picking up resilience elements, in particular environmental 
degradation RSF.  Are asking for more staff, use 12 staff for resilience in addition to disaster recovery and 
provide coordination statewide on these elements, working through umbrella organizations such as COGs, 
League of Municipalities/Counties, environmental groups at statewide level, to try and figure out how to 
level up.  Also looking into how to use the state disaster recovery task force for resilience.   
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 Lora Eddy: TNC has a coastal resilience mapping tool, is a resource for local communities, that uses existing 
data to look at their risk, and natural solutions to deal with and adapt to that risk.  Lately she has been focused 
on boots on ground working with communities to identify natural and nature based solutions to move 
forward.  Also have the Community Rating System tool which identifies all open space and maps it, can lead 
to reduced insurance rates. Had a 2nd visit with the southeast CRS users group, working with Pender County 
to try and max out their points.  Have a partnership with NOAA digital coast tools, enable them to get a 
discount to community/barriers to strategy/ other factors / that go into it like building codes/ Pender has 
been pushing towards higher elevation standards in floodplain.  There is community interest around an 
estuarine shoreline management plan such as the one identified in the Focus Nags Head Comprehensive Plan.  
There is a great deal of interest from Coastal Studies Institute and local communities around shoreline 
adaptation strategies using natural systems.   

 
o TNC has also been trying to re-engage with Currituck county, working with WRC to host a GGT workshop next 

month, many issues near the state line, near Moyock dealing with flooding, development pressures, need 
more modeling to understand drivers for flood risk with CAMA.  One outcome identified that elevation / slope 
are one of the main drivers, area is flat as a pancake, need to look at soils, development pressure coming 
down from Virginia.  Also engage with the Corps of Engineers to look upstream at natural systems and impacts 
downstream.  Recently been given funding to do a similar project in Dismal Swamp, looking at forested 
wetland hydrology, a study evaluating maintaining peak flow, alleviate flooding downstream, looking at pulses 
of flooding, how to attenuate flow, similar issues in Camden County.  Also interest across state lines in Virginia, 
ditching and draining in rural agricultural lands, Virginia Beach study with VA Tech, Lynhaven River NOW, TNC 
looking at a study of water consumption in forested areas, will ultimately circulate study and a risk guide for 
elected officials.  Also looking into updating maps, floodplain ordinances, passing higher freeboard. 
 
Stacey noted that Lynhaven River Now introduced a resolution through the Virginia legislature that may be of 
interest to this group, directing the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality to conduct a study of the 
Albemarle-Pamlico Watershed in Virginia. APNEP is working with Karen Forget to learn more and see if we 
can use the APNEP MOU and work with partners in Virginia and North Carolina to help with that effort.   
 

 Lisa Williams: Mid-East Commission, was with Beaufort County Emergency Management before.  She is 
focused on getting information to take back to public on flood hazards, residential hazard mitigation, people 
and homes.  In her previous position with the county, contract back with the COG under an EDA program, 
submit 3 resiliency projects, tied to economic development, working a large acquisition for City of 
Washington/and elevation for Beaufort county.  She now works with Beaufort / Bertie / Pitt / Martin/ 
Hertford, trying to do more outreach to municipalities and counties in region not participating in CRS, to find 
out why not, what would it take to get them involved?  It always goes back to staffing…they are interested, 
but not have staff to handle.  She goes into counties, talks to planners, emergency managers, sees what they 
have on their desk, what are things that would be good for them to do to plan, but they can’t get to it.  She is 
very glad to be included and interested in these conversations.  Bertie County has an emergency operations 
plan, response and recovery happen hand in hand, are partnering with ECU, have students working on each 
section.  They are always looking for funding/resources/at the COG to support counties and municipalities in 
the planning department.  She wants to take those parts of planning and take back how actually affect people 
when put into place, connect the dots with folks in areas who know where the flooding issues are.   
 

 Charlan Owens: DCM district planner northern area based in Elizabeth City.  Have been working with Town of 
Duck / Joe Heard / Rob Young on completing a vulnerability assessment.  The came to DCM with the proposal, 
looking to do more detailed work, steps they can take moving forward.  The methodology in the report may 
be beneficial to other communities and local governments.    

http://lis.virginia.gov/cgi-bin/legp604.exe?201+ful+HJ35
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 Rachel Love-Aldrick: DCM district planner, will send the link to Duck’s vulnerability assessment and share the 
plans she has coming in with Carol once received.   
 

 Eryn Futral: works for the National Flood Insurance Program under the Department of Public Safety/Division 

of Emergency Management.  They are working on updating all of flood maps, a rigorous complicated process 

that will be rolled out through the federal register.  They are using studies to assist local communities, learn 

how storm events have affected communities.  At one time recommend a 2-foot freeboard, have gone to 4 

foot.  Want citizens to understand risk and hopefully choose higher standards.  Are planning ordinance 

workshops, highly encourage local government to reduce risk for citizens.  Other staff do community 

assistance visits, look at programs, how implement flood damage reduction, if can do better or implement 

higher standards educate people who do on a daily basis.  

 

 Gloria Putnam: Interest in resilience has focused on coastal landscaping, working on sustainable landscaping 

practices the past few years, at the smaller lot level.  She is particularly interested in the riparian area, people 

that live on shorelines, many practices involve clearing to the water. Many have an interest in “living 

shorelines” but that tends to stop at the land water interface and not look upland.  She is working on providing 

assistance and information, design templates work with school of design.  There is a need to scale this up and 

look at green infrastructure on a larger scale, she is interested in the ideas discussed of working through model 

codes & ordinances.    

 

 Jacob Boyd: Has been working on Coastal Habitat Protection Plan (CHPP) revision, team has been identifying 

priorities for the next iteration of the CHPP and developing issue papers for each.  Two focus areas include 

SAV and Water Quality, as highlighted in the technical workshop hosted by APNEP, DMF, & Pew last week.  

Discussed upland uses and impacts to WQ and SAV downstream.  Also looking at natural infrastructure and 

living shorelines, factoring in climate change and SLR.  Welcomes feedback from this group, including figuring 

out how to hone in on ecosystem resilience and how that ties to community resilience, they go hand in hand, 

how do we promote habitat protection with that in mind.  Other than day to day fisheries management tasks, 

have been wrapping up work on the EO80 report.   

 

 Sara Spiegler: will be sending out a quarterly newsletter for the Sentinel Site Cooperative in May, focused on  

topics of SLR, climate change, and coastal resilience, if anyone wants to include anything let her know.  They 

had stories on a project with USGS / Woods Hole in February that featured the shoreline change at Cape 

Lookout, call or email she will be happy to share and put you on the list.   

o Has been working on a NOAA ecological effects of SLR program with Oregon State researchers, 3-4 

year tools impacts of storms on dune structure, looking at Cape Lookout & Bogue Banks, natural vs. 

developed shorelines.  Will have a stakeholder meeting in a few months show managers results from 

scientists.  Includes concept that ecosystem resilience is tied to community resilience.    

o Floodplain resilience workshop March 31 in Havelock on floodplain buyouts, Katie is the contact, she 

can share the agenda.  {is this still happening} 

o Jess was the Sea Grant Coastal Hazard Adaptation Specialist, the position should be filled sometime 

this year as a Coastal Resilience Specialist.    

 

https://files.nc.gov/ncdeq/Coastal%20Management/documents/PDF/Land%20Use%20Plans/pmg-projects/DuckInfrastructureVulnerabilityAssessment_FINAL2020.pdf
http://portal.ncdenr.org/web/ctp/sentinel-site-quarterly
http://portal.ncdenr.org/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=2b3ba3a6-00aa-478d-8c9b-637ddc526e51&groupId=18766252
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 Cat Bowler: Audubon is involved where ecosystems meet communities, what makes resilient habitat for birds 

also helps communities.  Her work is generally focused around Currituck Sound; they have a sanctuary on Pine 

Island.  Have funding from Clean Water Management Trust Fund and NFWF to do restoration design and 

planning for mid-marsh restoration work.  Identifying high priority sites with partners to take existing data 

such as the TNC tool, DMF data, etc.  Looking at priorities, hot spots, includes many of the folks in this room, 

Town of Duck, TNC, etc.  Over the past 6 months, have developed a coalition to identify high level goals and 

priority actions for group to work on.  Initial focus is on Currituck Sound but southern Virginia will likely be 

included in the future.  They are also looking at expanding their coastal resilience program to other parts to 

the coast, more to come soon.  

 

 Joe Heard: recently completed the Town of Duck’s Coastal Hazards Infrastructure Vulnerability Assessment.  

Includes the level of detail to help guide decision making, prioritize funds, projects to address vulnerable areas 

in town. Valuable tool moving forward.  Final stages of hazard mitigation plan for Dare & Currituck counties 

will be available soon.  Duck is in the final stages of developing a comprehensive land use plan; hasn’t been 

updated since 2005. Incorporate many of the things discussed today, strong coastal resilience themes 

throughout document.  Going through final public input portion before move into formal approval and then 

submit to DCM, planning board, town council.  Adopt new Dare County flood maps and accompanying flood 

ordinance, enormous number of property pulled out of a flood zone that have elevation requirements vs. 

others that don’t, would like to implement higher standards over next decade or so.  Have to live with these 

for next 5-10 years for flood prone areas.  Have a few smaller projects such as town hall property on Currituck 

sound, looking at building a sill, seeking input, looking at SAV; likely can’t do a full living shorelines project but 

could do some shoreline protection measures.  Northern end of Duck has experienced shoreline erosion over 

years.  Low section of Highway 12, conceptual design/ may be able to do a full blown living shoreline there, 

more room to work with quarter mile in length.  Seeking funding, looking into NFWF/NCDOT, hope to make 

happen over next couple of years.     

Sam noted that the NFWF coastal resilience fund RFP just released, have added a specific section for planning 

this time around.   

Stacey mentioned the Carolinas Climate Resilience Conference will be held October 26-28, 2020 in Durham.  

Calls for session proposals and abstracts are currently open.   

The group discussed timeframes for next meeting, while some are open to meeting more frequently, the 

majority seemed inclined to meet quarterly.  Whitney will send out a doodle poll for August/September 

timeframe.   

Meeting adjourned.   

Action items/follow up (some linked in text): 

 Subgroup set up to help WRC evaluate resilience lens to GGT.   Kacy Cook will coordinate.   

o Maureen will check and see what ordinance language guidance the APA has available.   

 Rachel will send plans to Carol when available.   

 DCM sent link to Town of Duck’s Coastal Hazards Infrastructure Vulnerability Assessment 

 Lora shared the Association of Floodplain Managers Understanding and Managing Flood Risk: A Guide for 

Elected Officials 

https://files.nc.gov/ncdeq/Coastal%20Management/documents/PDF/Land%20Use%20Plans/pmg-projects/DuckInfrastructureVulnerabilityAssessment_FINAL2020.pdf
https://cisa.sc.edu/ccrc/program.html
https://files.nc.gov/ncdeq/Coastal%20Management/documents/PDF/Land%20Use%20Plans/pmg-projects/DuckInfrastructureVulnerabilityAssessment_FINAL2020.pdf
https://www.floodsciencecenter.org/products/elected-officials-flood-risk-guide/
https://www.floodsciencecenter.org/products/elected-officials-flood-risk-guide/
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Overview & objectives of coastal ES mapping

As part of NC Natural and Working Lands stakeholder group, map products related 
to opportunities for land management to increase resilience and carbon storage in 
NC

Objectives/uses of map products:

• Quantify total areas of opportunity for carbon and resilience for specific actions in 
NC

• Estimate carbon benefits of those actions where possible

• Guide targeting of those actions based on these estimates and other co-benefits 
(e.g. water quality, recreation)

New project funded by US Climate Alliance: go deeper into blue carbon mapping 
and extend work to other states.



Natural and Working Lands coastal subgroup 
mapping

Used InVEST coastal vulnerability and coastal blue carbon models to map:

• Where existing coastal habitats reduce coastal hazards, and what assets they 
protect

• What areas might be good targets for habitat restoration to enhance coastal 
asset protection

• Carbon storage and sequestration by current coastal habitats

• Future carbon storage and sequestration by coastal habitats under sea level rise

• Targeted areas for intervention to preserve coastal ecosystem services



Current NC coastal habitats

All of these habitats contribute to 
coastal protection

Focus on salt marsh and SAV for 
carbon benefits

Focus on salt marsh for SLR scenario 
analysis



The coastal exposure index summarizes shorelines’ exposure to coastal hazards

Index on 1-5 scale, with 
1 indicating lowest 
exposure and 5 highest 
exposure.

Factors included:
• Wave exposure
• Storm surge potential
• Shoreline 

geomorphology
• Relief
• Coastal habitats



Areas near shorelines protected by habitat have important community and 
natural assets

Existing marsh reduces the coastal exposure index by at 
least 10% for 9.7% of the NC shoreline.

Within 1 kilometer of those shorelines, there are:
• 20,000 residents (2010 Census), of which only 4,000 

are in areas above the median on the Social 
Vulnerability Index

• 74 historic sites (on or potentially eligible for the 
National Register, in National Register historic 
districts, or local landmarks)

• 49,000 acres of protected or key natural areas, of 
which 70% is in the highest quality category of the 
NHP Biodiversity & Wildlife Habitat Assessment

Existing marsh reduces coastal 
exposure index by at least 10%



Key asset protection by existing marshes

70,000 acres of marsh reduce the CEI for nearby 
shoreline by at least 10%.

These marshes protect different community and 
natural assets:
• Populated areas (2,300 acres of marsh)
• Key natural areas (37,900 acres of marsh)
• Historic sites (1,800 acres of marsh)

31,000 acres of marsh reduce the CEI for nearby 
shoreline by at least 10%, but don’t protect 
appreciable amounts of any of the key assets.



Coastal habitat restoration areas to increase asset protection

Priority restoration shorelines have high coastal 
exposure indices and are not currently protected 
by coastal habitats.

Habitat restoration near these shorelines can 
protect key assets, including populated areas, key 
natural areas, and historic sites.

Not all of these sites may be suitable for habitat 
restoration to increase shoreline protection.



Carbon accumulation if existing salt marsh and seagrass habitats 
don’t change for 100 years…

Total annual C accumulation
Salt marsh: 250,000 tonnes CO2-e
Seagrass: 140,000 tonnes CO2-e

2019 C pools:
Salt marsh: 61 million tonnes
Seagrass: 18.7 million tonnes

2119 C pools:
Salt marsh: 85.9 million tonnes
Seagrass: 33 million tonnes



No migration scenario Salt marsh migration scenario

Sediment balance and migration space data from TNC Resilient Coastal Sites project

SLR
scenario

% present-day marsh 
below SLR elevation

1.5 ft 56.9%

3 ft 96.5%

4 ft 98.5%

6.5 ft 99.1%

…but salt marsh will be affected by SLR

https://www.conservationgateway.org/ConservationByGeography/NorthAmerica/UnitedStates/edc/reportsdata/climate/CoastalResilience/Pages/Resilient-Coastal-Sites--for-Conservation-across-the-South-Atlantic.aspx


Future NC coastal habitat extent

Scenario
Remaining present-day 

marsh extent
New marsh extent in 

migration space Total marsh extent, acres

No change to present-day extent 223,600 0 223,600

No migration

1.5 ft SLR 96,372 0 96,372

3.0 ft SLR 7,826 0 7,826

4.0 ft SLR 3,354 0 3,354

6.5 ft SLR 2,012 0 2,012

Salt marsh migration:
Constant marsh 

proportion

1.5 ft SLR 96,372 32,200 128,572

3.0 ft SLR 7,826 22,400 30,226

4.0 ft SLR 3,354 18,000 21,354

6.5 ft SLR 2,012 15,300 17,312

Salt marsh migration:
All migration space

1.5 ft SLR 96,372 336,700 433,072

3.0 ft SLR 7,826 233,100 240,926

4.0 ft SLR 3,354 191,000 194,354

6.5 ft SLR 2,012 162,900 164,912



Scenario

C emissions (million metric 
tons CO2-e)

C accumulation after 
100 years (million 
metric tons CO2-e)

Net C accumulation after 100 
years (million metric tons CO2-e)

25% C release 50% C release 25% C release 50% C release

No change to present-day extent 0 0 24.9 24.9 24.9

No migration

1.5 ft SLR 8.68 17.35 10.73 2.06 -6.62

3.0 ft SLR 14.72 29.43 0.87 -13.84 -28.56

4.0 ft SLR 15.02 30.04 0.37 -14.65 -29.67

6.5 ft SLR 15.11 30.23 0.22 -14.89 -30.00

Salt marsh migration:
Constant marsh 

proportion

1.5 ft SLR 8.68 17.35 14.32 5.64 -3.03

3.0 ft SLR 14.72 29.43 3.37 -11.35 -26.07

4.0 ft SLR 15.02 30.04 2.38 -12.64 -27.66

6.5 ft SLR 15.11 30.23 1.93 -13.18 -28.30

Salt marsh migration:
All migration space

1.5 ft SLR 8.68 17.35 48.24 39.56 30.89

3.0 ft SLR 14.72 29.43 26.84 12.12 -2.60

4.0 ft SLR 15.02 30.04 21.65 6.63 -8.39

6.5 ft SLR 15.11 30.23 18.37 3.26 -11.86

Implications for blue carbon ecosystem service



Preserving ecosystem services from existing marshes

Focusing on marshes that protect 
key assets and: 

are at higher elevations or
have small sediment deficits

maximizes chance of success and 
preserves coastal protection.

Thin-layer sediment deposition in 
Blackwater National Wildlife Refuge



Supporting marsh migration for continued coastal 
ecosystem services

Supporting migration of low-
elevation marshes that protect 
coastal assets can create up to 
138,000 acres of new marsh 
where it’s needed to continue 
protecting those assets.



US Climate Alliance project overview

Challenge: States and communities need spatially explicit information to incorporate the 
value of coastal habitat for carbon storage and coastal protection into their climate and 
resilience planning

Goals:
• Prioritize coastal habitats based on their ability to sequester carbon and support 

resilience in the face of climate threats
• Incorporate results into existing data/information platforms to facilitate use by states and 

communities



Ecological and human community asset vulnerability to 
stressors, with and without protection from coastal habitats

Approach

Other data on ecological and human 
community assets and stressors

Where habitat protection or restoration can enhance 
human/natural community resilience and carbon storage

Coastal protection 
by coastal habitats

Carbon storage by 
coastal habitats

Spatial prioritization



Adjustments to carbon model

• Incorporating salinity data to ensure only high-saline habitats are included 
as carbon sinks

• Expanded compilation of carbon measurements in salt marsh and 
seagrasses

• Increased carbon accumulation rate for salt marshes that vertically accrete 
with sea level rise

• Attempting to map tidally disconnected wetlands and estimate potential 
GHG benefits of restoring tidal flows to reduce methane emissions



Implementation

Integration into existing data platforms Community pilot study

Incorporating local data and priorities



Thank you!

StoryMap for North Carolina work coming soon…



PURPOSE
To examine the intention and commitment to preparing for SLR that coastal communities in 

North Carolina convey through CAMA land use plans. 

Planning for Sea Level Rise in North Carolina 
through the Coastal Area Management Act
Carol Abken, MPA candidate 
School of Government at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



METHODS

 Collected CAMA land use plans for the 20 coastal counties and the 24 municipalities with over 2,500 residents.

 Conducted content analysis* to rate plans for inclusion of 12 recommended practices (adaptation indicators) 

for SLR planning adapted from: 

Woodruff, S.C. et al. (2013). Adapting to Climate Change: A handbook for local governments in North Carolina. 

Coastal Hazards Center in the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

 3-point qualitative coding system of 12 adaptation indicators reflecting each local government’s intent and 

commitment to preparing for SLR through their CAMA plan. 

o 0: the plan does not include the indicator. 

o 1: indicates the plan included the indicator but used vague goal-setting language.

o 2: the plan included the indicator using concrete or prescriptive language, measurable targets or directives. 

*Analysis does not include Land Suitability Analysis or Future Land Use maps. 



METHODS

o Many adaptation actions that address the impacts of SLR are co-benefits of existing urban planning and 

environmental protection measures. 

o Other actions specifically address future risks under climate change projections. 

Classification of SLR Adaptation Indicators*

Incidental Actions that address SLR yet would likely be taken anyway for social, environmental, or 
economic reasons

Intentional, dual 
benefit

Actions that reduce risk from both current and projected future hazards

Intentional, future-
oriented

Actions where benefits are mainly realized under future climate change scenarios

*Adapted from Woodruff, S.C. et al. (2013). Adapting to Climate Change: A handbook for local governments 
in North Carolina. 



RESULTS

Average: 4.98
SD: 3.27
Skewness: 1.23

Possible range: 0 – 24 
Actual range: 0 – 14 
N = 44 

Most CAMA plans have low SLR Adaptation Scores. 
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Most CAMA plans have low SLR Adaptation Scores. 



12 SLR Adaptation Indicators

Percent of CAMA plans including SLR Adaptation Indicators with classifications.
Most indicators included would likely be taken regardless of concern for SLR risk. 
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Map locations of vulnerable populations

Expand planning time horizons

12 SLR Adaptation Indicators Incidental
Intentional, 
dual benefit

Intentional, 
future-oriented



12 SLR Adaptation Indicators
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12 SLR Adaptation Indicators Vague, nonspecific Concrete, prescriptive

Percent of CAMA plans including vague versus concrete SLR Adaptation Indicators. 
Most indicators included use vague goal-setting language. 



RESULTS

 With a few exceptions, communities on the NC coast are not using CAMA plans to prepare for SLR.

o Out of 24 possible points for recommended practices, only ~9% of plans prepare more 

thoroughly for SLR, with scores 10 – 14.

o ~60% of plans have very low scores for SLR preparation, with scores 0 – 4.

o The six most commonly included indicators are “incidental”

 CAMA plans overall fail to give specific guidance or concrete goals for SLR adaptation.

o Excluding participation in the CRS, 74% of SLR adaptation indicators included used vague 

language without specific actionable timelines. 

o No CAMA plan expands planning time horizons past 20-30 years.



NEXT STEPS

 Examine factors that may influence higher SLR adaptation indicator scores.

 Multiple regression analysis to determine if the quality of CAMA plans for SLR adaptation is influenced by:

1) planning capacity 

2) the age of each CAMA plan,

While controlling for each planning area’s: 

o population (U.S. Census Bureau),

o educational attainment (U.S. Census Bureau),

o median household income (U.S. Census Bureau),

o tax base, rate, and revenue (N.C. Department of State Treasurer),

o county-level partisanship (N.C. State Board of Elections), and

o level of risk from SLR (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association). 
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